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m ADDUCTION

Elementary Number Theory is done in the ring
integers.

2.

of

Here one is interested in questions like divisibility

which is the same as the solution of the equation

a x = b

(equivalently

x a = b),

(1)

diophantine equations including linear diophantine equations,
system of equations and arithmetical functions.

One is al so

interested in prime factorization and greatest common divisor
(g.c.d.) etc.

These questions have also been considered in a Dedekind
do m ain
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It may be observed that these questions cm also be
asked quite meaningfully in structures in which addition and
multiplication is not universally defined, but is defined only
for elements satisfying certain conditions.
the set

One such system is

of all matrices (with entries) in a ring R,

lxl- matrices are also included in
able to do sensible arithmetic in
possible in R.

Ji,

Since

, in order to be
, it should already be

Vie take R to be a Dedekind domain and tackle

some of these problems.

II

Let

/T

be a Dedekind domain, k its field of

euotients and let OAj be the set of all matrices in
JL

(integral matrices).

At times, we also deal with matrices

in k.
The difficulties one comes

Across are due to the

following:
(i)

There is no commutativity of multiplication of matrices,

(ii)

The residue class rings

4 Ijh.

are not necessarily,

finite, and
(iit)

4

is not always a principal ideal domain (P.I.D).

Over a P. I,D. it is possible to show that in certain contexts,
the matrices under consideration can be assumed non-singular,
without loss of generality.

This breaks down for non-principal

ideal domains.(non - P.I.D).
The tool s avail able are: |
(a)

The theory developed by Siegel

[10] , in order to

deal with matrices (including singular matrices) in
the ring of integers of an algebraic number field.
(b)

The theory of modules over Dedekind domains,especially
the theorem of Chevalley and Steinitz ( [93 ,
Theorem 81 : 11) which helns reduce some of the
problems to the case of generalized diagonal matrices

Ill
(i.e. direct sum of matrices of rank l)
( see

(c)

[2]

and

[6] )•

The observation that matrices of rank 1 behave
almost .like elements of

-4T

even over a non-P.I.D,

and especially, the observation that a matrix of
rank 1 in k is integral if and only if its
di scrim in ant is integral.
The consideration of a system of linear diophantine
equations already amounts to the consideration of a matrix
equation in the form (x-, ... sjj) A - (b^ ... br) where
(x^ ...

2^)

and (b. ... bn)

are row matrices.

We consider

somewhat more generally the matrix equation

X A =

i

J

where (naturally) A and B are matrices with same number of
columns.
If (P) has a solution, we say that A is a right divisor
of B and write A | B. (There is of course the corresponding
notion of left divisor and the theory would be parallel. 3h
order to avoid confusion, we stick,almost always,to right
divisors etc.).

The solvability of equation (c) could be

IV
reduced to the solvability of

Y A V

U B V

(3)

U X

(4)

where
Y

=

provided X can be recovered from (4).
there exists a matrix

U

such that

This is possible if
U Y = U U X = X .

One

knows from Siegel1 s theory that primitive reduced matrices U
have this property.
How simple can one make U B V with IT, V primitive and
reduced?
vie show (Theorem 2.1.9, Page 10) that the equivalence
class U 3 V, contains a matrix of the foim diag £ B
whe re

h

T)

are 2x2 rank 1 matrices

B^ J

and 6(B.j) [ c(B^+^) .

(For any matrix A, 6(A) denotes the discriminant of A, in the
sense of Siegel

[10] ).

This matrix we say is in the

generalized -Smith Noma! Fob (S.N. F.) .We also show that the
ideals

£(B.)

K

are invariants of the equivalence class

Karlier, using similar idea* , Bh.sndari and Hand a

£.2]

had

obtained generalized o.N.F. invariants of ’ideal matrices^ Here
we do it for all matrices in k

V* «^ also introduce for each meaningful value of j,

, A

the ideal 6.(3) = the g.c.d. of j-rewed miners of 3 and
v

0

Td .

IT

show that c.(3)

. (Corollary 2.2.3, Page 29).

J

s shows that 6,(3), c0(5) , ... are also invariants of B.

1

a.

Moreover,

\> ^ - 6^(B) (--I )

In cg.se (2) has an (integral) solution, o.(d)

r

f -p \

C. y 3) »

J

(

§ 2.1, Page 28-29).

Those ore therefore a set of necessary

c onditions for the solvability of (2).

'be give three different sets of necessary and sufficient
conditions for the solvability of (2).

r\

**/

(Theorem 2.3.9, Page 59)

o roll ary 2.2.5 (Page 31) gives the 3.N.F. invariants

of the generalised inverse

A

of any matrix A of ra.rl: r,
—I

and as a consequence we find the rrecise denominator of
«4r

-i-

k

for integral matrices A ; generalizing a result (see 1.16) of
Si e Fe!
?

[10]

.

We also obtain as a consequence of this the

sufficient condition

-W

j

t.,

for solvability of (2).

We also obtain,in tenus of the invariants of two matrices
A and 3 ,the invariants of
(i.)

A B in case 6(A)

and 6(3)

are cot)rime and

there is a
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common unit between A and B ( so that r = r( A) - r(B) ).
(Theorem 2.2.11, Page 34),
in case

• *\
( xx)

6(A) and 6(B) are coprime.

B
(Theorem 2.2.14, Page 40), and
(iii)

| L

m case

(Theorem 2.2.12, Page 38).

The first two of these generalise results of Newman
( [73 and [83).

We also prove a result on the invariants

0

)

without the assumption of coprimality of

3

6(A) and 6(B) (Theorem 2,2.17, Page 42) and show that (i) and
.

.

1tvu4

(ii> can be deduced from this;/providing an alternative method of
proving these.

The proof of ( i) given here uses the invariants

6^(a) , 6.(B)

and is more straightforward than that of Newman.

The more general linear diophantine equation
(5)
reduces to (2) with X = (X^ ... 3^)

and

A =

This
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reduction would be particularly useful if the invariants of
A. could be found in terms of those of

.

This appears

hard except in some special cases.

If A,

and

jL

A«
^

are matrices with the same number of

columns in any ring R, and S denotes the identity matrix, then

A

0)

= (S

A,

(0

E)

and

«4a*

if A.
l

Z. D

the matrix

m his

D

th en

shows that

is a ripbt g.c.l. of A-. and A

1

"2

The case
*

n > 2 is similar.
This implies that a right g.e.d. of any finite set of
n matrices

and is the matrix A =

with the same number of columns always exists
A-, \
.

Moreover, (5) has a solution if

and only if a right g.c, d. o f A-,Ju. ,. . . , AXI

is a right divisor of 2.

In particular, a solution of (5) always exists in case A is primitive

TT TT

We *o b ack to (2).

X A = X U"1 U A where U i s e. primitive

1 denotes the generalised inverse of U.
and reduced matrix, end U — “
So , it might be useful to look for a simple matrix left equivalent
to

*

We show7 that, under certain conditions, there is a

generalized triangular matrix'1' = (--5-5) (i.e. T... - 0 for 3 > i
and r(T..) = 1) left equivalent to A. (Theorem 3.1.6, Page 84).
J
Also one may choose T.. in a canonical way to get a unique
generalised He mite normal form (H.H.F.). (Theorem 3.1.9, Page 85
and Theorem 3.1.10, Page 86).
For the proof of Theorem 3.1.9 we dev el on a sort of
Division Algorithm in J{,

He rrove that, under suitable

conditions on matrices A and h, we can find matrices A and K such
+

th-'t A

R

(T.ftivm-l

PoO-o

01 '

There is yet ana
on-ixher set of necessarv and sufficientconditions for the solvability of (2) in terms of the 3.H.F.
invariants of a endh.h.F. inveri ants of A. (sec

rf* Vi

*pc.r>’

1. i - -~r\J 1 '

.U*

^

X.S 0

p

0

O

«

Page 105).
We observe that
A, ,..., A
A

,--H

a.

if the H.I'l.F. invariants of the g.c.d. of

could be determined in terms of the I-I.h.F. invariant5

, this would help.

This too appears hard except in some

special Cases.
We use the h.U.F. in the divisor function d(B) which
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we exnlain a little later,
If X A = B, then (X

0)

is a divisor of 3 for all 3.

= B

so that

Thus,there is considerable

arbitrariness in the ranks of divisors. (In fact^there are
divisors of all ranks between r(B) and the number of columns
of B).

Since r (

)

> r(A), it appears natural to

consider divisors of the minimal rank.

A result of Siegel ( [10]

, Lemma 9) - the proof

adapted easily to Qedekind domains by Bhandari in his thesis [1]
- shows that given a matrix B in k of rank r, there is an
integral matrix Eg of rank r such that BE g = B,

The matrix Eg

is called the (integral) right unit of B. (This is a muchdeeper result than the existence of a right unit of A in k,
used in the theory of generalized inverses by ron-number
theorists).

This shows in particular that each matrix B has a

right divisor of unit discriminant} the existence, similarly,
of a left unit implies that the matrix B is a right divisor of
it self.
We now fix a right, unit Eg of B and consider only such
divisors of B as

are right E B

redue ed.

X
We show that in Case r(3) = 1, the left inequivalent
reduced right divi sore of 3 are in one-one co r re soon dene e with
the ideal divisors of £(E). (Theorem 3.2.12, Page 106).
This justifies in case of arbitrary ranks also, the
definition d(B) as the number of left inequivalent reduced
right divisors of a matrix 3.
We show (Theorem 3.2.1 Page 98) that there is a
one-one correspondence between the left inequivalent reduced
right divisor? of 3 and the reduced divisors in H.N.F. of the
S.N.F. of 3.

Using this theorem, we show (Theorem 3.2.9,

Page 104) that d(2) is finite in the case At* Ded.ekind domain^
satisfies the additional (finiteness) conditioni

4 /&

is finite for all idealj -oc in

Consider T = (T..) in H.N.F.
to a

-<r .

(6)

Then for j < i, T , be2 ong

fixed system of remainders modulo T. . .

In order to

obtain oil matrices in K.'H.F. with fixed T>, ..... T
:
l-i- 7
7 nn
therefore,
.. must run over all distinct remainders modulo T..
We show that since T.. is of rank 1, these remainders are in
J

1-1 correspondence with residues modulo 5(T.^).
The assumption (6) thus implies the finiteness of the

n
set of all matrices in H.N.F. with fixed T-,-^

T

.

Combining this with the finiteness of d(3) for 3 of
we obtain the result that for B of arbitrary rank also,
d(B) iz finite if

44

satisfies (6).

Indeed this way we obtain

an upper bound for d(B) .(theorem 3.2.13, Page 106).

it the end of Chapter 3, we consider a few simple matrices
and exnlicit.lY evaluate d(B).
u

<*>

,/e also obtain a lower bound for d(B), (Theorem 3.2.13,
Page 106), by using the result that for every divisor
6(E), there is a right divisor A of B with discriminant

4ft

of

4t

.

(Theorem 2.5.1, Page 73).

We make another an plication of Theorem 2.5.1 to obtain
a prime factorisation of B in the form P-, ..
and 6(B)

%

*

»

»

P

whore 6(P^)

. (Theorem 2.5.5, P-ge 79)

<T‘ la

:ere is one more kind of linear equation
X A + BY

T

(This is different from (5) because

( 7)
0f

non-commutativity) . This

equation has also been considered by Newman

£8]

with 44 ~ "Tl

.

lie uses it to show that in case A and B have con rime determinants

XXI
T

\

the S.N.F. invariants of

are- the same as those

W //
«*

We generalize these results.(Theore.

of

c a

i£

ft ^ * ~U''~

0

Page 64 and Theorem 2.3.18, Page 65).
In ti: ? rank 1 cas p wo
*

V

Th at th o equ at i on ( 7)

( i)

•

J 1

th a form (5) ¥i. “t>.»n
** n
* #•«

(ii.>

ov

q ^ 4 T!

«L. <Jk JL

sn
Saw
r*

O 5 cU x rl

—

,**

Vh

_

number of * fundamental solutions’

o, th

a so

is TvTf £♦0 d( l (A), c( } /
.

r
a. *-

■9. + tr
y U

,

x~>

—

0

T-xn Ch • • r*t r 2 .
* X.

*\ r i

parallel to the case

5 a > V

M

§ 4 > ^

equ at ion
V
.<1

m

f>

c* p

,.X i**-' v***

^

A
wi,

^o

is a column matrix.'

V
X

x 1-iiiatrix. so th?,t X i s a rov an d Y
We prove in case r(A) > 2,fcgener?lizstion

of a theorem o f Frobenius
and only if 6^( i) |

(3)

XJ

<ff"b

that there is

solution of (S) if

. (Theorem 2.4.1, Page 67). In case B is

a sing] e column matrix, we just have a system of independent

mi
bilinear equations and. the proof is similar.

The case

general b is however more comrlicated.

T r>

r>

o .-r.

A^

1

wo show by an exarurlo that the

theorem of Frotenrus has no analogue, (hrotiiple £.4.3,

